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Posted: 11:34 a.m. Monday, July 8, 2013

Salary cap update 

By Chris Vivlamore

According to my calculations, the Hawks will have $8,695,000 remaining in salary cap space with 13 filled roster spots come
Wednesday. On that date, the free agent contracts of Paul Millsap, Kyle Korver and DeMarre Carroll can be signed and
included.

1. Al Horford               $12,000,000

2. Paul Millsap             $  9,500,000

3. Jeff Teague               $  6,000,000 (cap hold figure)

4. Kyle Korver              $  5,400,000

5. Lou Williams            $  5,225,000

6. DeMarre Carroll        $  2,500,000

7. DeShawn Stevenson  $  2,240,000 (non-guaranteed)

8. John Jenkins               $  1,258,800

9. Jared Cunningham     $   1,240,000

10.  Shelvin Mack             $      884,293 (non-guaranteed)

11.  Mike Scott                  $      788,877 (non-guaranteed)

12.  Lucas Nogueira          $   1,419,200*

13.  Dennis Schroeder       $   1,348,200*

      Total                                 $  49,804,370

      Salary cap                         $  58,500,000
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      Net                                    $    8,695,630

* Rookie salary scale for draft position. Figure could move up or down depending on amount of contract or be taken off
books should one or both continue to play internationally.
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Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 11:53 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Say no to Stevenson. Mack will likely not develop more. Find a more reliable backup pg.

Posted by chocolate_milk at 11:53 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

What about Muscala?

Posted by glw72 at 11:56 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

The 8.695 salary cap space could be increased depending on who they need to sign though.

If it were necessary to clear cap space to sign multiple players, The 3 non guaranteed contracts could be renounced, plus
Carroll could be signed using the room exception and not have fit under the salary cap and Noguiera couldnt definitely be left
overseas. If they did all those moves, its possible Atlanta could conceivably have 15M in cap space.

Posted by 45cop at 12:16 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Well that's interesting. Meanwhile, pretty quiet on the FA front, League-wide.

Posted by KeyserSoze at 12:21 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse
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Muscala = 2nd round pick ... non guaranteed

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:22 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Give me Jennings over Ellis any day of the week

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:23 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

It would have been interesting to have Jennings while Josh was still here, a PG with Range and that create his own shot with
a great passer like Josh,

PG- Brandon Jennings
SG-Kyle Korver
SF-Andrei Kirilenko
PF-Paul Millsap
C- Al Horford

Posted by Chilidawg at 12:26 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

The idea frequently tossed around was that we had $30 million of cap space to work with. That claim apparently was very
misleading.

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:28 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

beginning to wonder what the whole Jennings tweet was about when he wrote ATL tonight?!

Seems to me like we are missing something

Posted by 45cop at 12:32 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"I'm going to stick by my initial response, its the grass is greener syndrome because the numbers say Jennings is not better
than Teague. "

Heh...here's another perspective...is either player player the future at pg for the Hawks? 

Also, I like it how quickly Najeh "tank master" Davenpoop quickly realized that the argument of Jennings being inferior to
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Teague fit oh-so-well into his "we must tank" theory. 

Could NOT stop laughing.....

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:35 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Just read somewhere that Jennings was in ATL for personal reasons the other day, so that throws out suspicion

Posted by knudegard1 at 12:36 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Shouldn't we have a lineup with players actually on the team?

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:37 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Jennings is better than Teague

Posted by -Melvin- at 12:38 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

We could probably add 3.1mil to the net b/c Stevenson and Mack will probably be waived unless they are traded. If the
rookies don't play, that's another 2.7mil available. So possibly, the Hawks could have 14mil in cap space available.

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:41 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Some are saying that all the rumors surrounding Monta Ellis are being brought up by Monta s camp to increase his
value...What do you guys think

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:49 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

This whole Monta Ellis situation is one that I have never seen before

The consensus around the league is that Monta Ellis sucks, yet teams are lining up in bunches and running all over the
place to sign in. the funniest rumor is Sacramento, they had Tyreke Evans, drafted Ben Mclemore, have Marcus Thornton and
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are reportedly trying to ship Jimmer Freddette and Chuck Hayes ( 6 Million Dollar Contract per year, I know right!) to free up
space for Ellis

Either A) the league has gone completely mad 
B) GMs see something in Ellis that fans/nba media doesnt
C) Rumors are being brought up by Ellis camp to hype him up

But whats more intriguing is that he opted out of a contract thay pays him 11 Million/season. If he signs for less money and a
better team, I can understand. But what will really puzzle me is that if he goes to a garbage team and for less money. Then I
can only wonder if someone in Milwaukee had been threatening to kill his family if he didnt leave

Posted by 45cop at 12:51 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Easy call on Teague vs. Jennings - if you want scale one up and hope he turns into a leader with more aggression and
attack instinct, with a propensity for defense - the guy you want is Teague. 

If you want a guy who is aggressive but needs to be toned down and given some direction in a style that is more about
offensive attack - then Jennings is your guy. 

Teague still has the defensive tools...if you can get his butt to use them. Jennings simply doesn't. Lacks the strength on
defense, lacks the kind of "bold baller" type of athleticism that Teague has (dude will run you down and block the shot in
transition if he can, and if he wants to). What Jennings CAN do is get steals, and could probably get them at a better rate. 

The numbers are what they are. There is no getting around them. There IS, however, looking a situations and scenarios. 

Atlanta's offense needed a bit more Teague, but also featured guys who were getting the ball sooner and a lot more. Hence
the fact that you see Teague taking far fewer shot attempts than a guy like Jennings. It's one reason I'd like to see him stay
and see what he does with the ball with no "senior guys" other than Horford around. Horford will get the ball plenty, but he
also passes plenty, meaning that he won't demand shots or to have the ball to make plays, as much as others have in the
past (Joe Johnson, Josh Smith, Jamal Crawford, etc). 

That has been part of Teague's issues, and you can't convince me otherwise. I wanted him to grab things by the reins but he
seemed reluctant to do so, then teased the hell out of us with that series against Chicago in the playoffs a few years ago.
This past season was nice, but you kept getting the feeling that there was more he could do. Some nights he did. Plenty of
nights he did not. Using the phrase that nobody did well in the playoffs is what I call a partial alibi. Either you separate
yourself and rise above it (as he did against Chicago a while back) or you don't (this past postseason). 

Jennings is truly a different story. That Milwaukee offense, such that it was (and think about that considering the Bucks have
a new head coach...coincidence, I think not), depended on the play of its guards. Ellis was the bigger volume shooter of the
two, taking more shots than Jennings by way of triple digits, while also making fewer plays for others. 

You can't tell me that this didn't affect the play of Jennings in some ways, a lot of "me first, no ME first" going on between him
and Monta, all this and they still make the playoffs as the 8th seed, winning a scant 6 fewer games than an easily more
talented Atlanta squad? Interesting, but I'm sure there are a pile of alibis waiting to explain that....

Again, who is better here? Depends on what you want, and whether you want it RIGHT NOW. 

If you wait, Teague can show himself to be clearly better, with a higher ceiling...on BOTH ends of the court. Yet, that is not
guaranteed. 

As it stands now, I don't see one as clearly better than the other overall. Just that when turned on right on both sides of the
floor...Teague can have a better effect and efficiency. 

When turned on right, Jennings helps you more on offense. 

I do believe Teague has more potential and room to grow, while Jennings is who he is and maybe the best you can ever
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hope to do with him is fit him with the right pieces, then teach him better control. Fitting him with the right team means putting
him with either a 2 or 3 who is special and can handle the ball very well, and is your star player...or otherwise fitting him with
a star player at any other position who will be the leading scorer. 

Jennings would be better when slotted with a leading scorer who is both more potent and more efficient than he is - in other
words, if he's to play second fiddle, it needs to be next to a real star - not merely a scorer as was the case with Monta
"gimme da ball" Ellis. Was never going to work, especially without another really good scoring threat on the roster. 

Hence Milwaukee's urgency in getting away from Ellis and going to OJ Mayo, though he is no real star either (but he's a
better fit). 

I don't think Jennings is the villain here, Monta is. 

One more time - Teague presents more potential if you have the patience AND can draw it out. But if not, he's really neither
an upgrade over Jennings in another "lost" season, nor and downgrade. 

In the end, Schroder wasn't drafted to be a backup, so let that one marinate for a second or two...

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:53 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Philadelphia is shaking up front office...maybe we can too

Posted by MunchScreener at 12:58 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Hopefully Ellis goes to the Kings and we get Jennings

Posted by 45cop at 12:59 p.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

@MunchScreener

Hard to tell which is the smokescreen - reports that there is a Teague-for-Jennings swap or that Jennings is in the ATL for
personal reasons. Here's a teaser for ya - what if Jennings is house shopping in the ATL? Is that not "personal reasons?" 

At any rate, the deal with Ellis is the fact that he can put up 20 ppg. That's it, simple and plain. A lot of teams are trying to find
ways to fill it up at the basket just to be somewhat competitive. 

Think about Milwaukee's situation last season, they accomplished an 8th seed playoff berth by doing just that - using two
guards to do the bulk of their scoring, still had a below .500 record but they made it in a weak East all the same...

It's not a good idea if you're looking to be more than a contender for the 7th or 8th playoff spot. If you're trying to make it by,
then it's a "not great" idea that you know you simply have to live with until you can get a better situation that does not call for
such desperate measures. 

Look at Milwaukee...who were their scorers behind Jennings/Ellis....Ersan Ilyasova? J.J. Reddick? Mike Dunleavy bringing
up the rear at a grand 10 ppg? 
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